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ABSTRACT As an important source of inspiration, the great number of patent documents provides designers
with valuable knowledge of design rationale (DR), including issues, intent, pros and cons of the solutions.
Researchers have carried out a number of data analysis studies based on patent information, which is now a
new discipline called Patinformatics, including the analysis of patent information from a macro perspective
and the identification and extraction of patent knowledge from a micro perspective. If DR knowledge could
be extracted automatically from the patent documents and provided to designers as a source of inspiration,
it would greatly promote innovative design, and at the same time promote the reuse of patent documents and
the wide application of DR theory, which can be like killing three birds with one stone. To address this issue,
this study proposes an improved lexical-syntactic patternmethod for DR centric patent knowledge extraction,
including DRVector Space model (DRVS), DRVTriggerWord (DRV-TW), Design Rationale Vector (DRV),
DR credibility (DRC) and others, and DRV based knowledge extraction algorithms. Knowledge extraction
experiments were conducted on 1491 patent documents to verify the feasibility and performance of the
method. In addition, two other sets of comparative experiments were conducted using the FastText and BERT
machine learning methods, and the results further confirmed the reliability of the proposed method for low-
resource corpus.

INDEX TERMS Patent analysis, design rationale, knowledge extraction, design knowledge network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Innovative design is a typical knowledge-intensive activity.
Designers need to retrieve a large amount of existing design
knowledge and information, find other knowledge and solu-
tions that can be used for reference, and provide valuable
inspiration, ideas or decision support [1], [2], [3], [4]. The
openness of innovative design is a common feature of both
art and engineering. The novelty of each candidate design
is primarily dependent on the process of inspiration and on
the way information is integrated during the generation of
new solutions [2]. Sources of inspiration can help designers
define context, trigger ideas, and build a designer’s mental
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representation during the design thinking process, which is
becoming a central point for industries to seek innovative
solutions to problems [2], [5]. DR is important design knowl-
edge about the design process, which includes issues, intents,
alternatives, pros and cons of the design. DR plays a very
important role in engineering design, such as facilitating
collaborative design [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], helping
designers with personal knowledge management, assisting in
relevant education and training [12], implementing root cause
analysis to track design failures [13], [14]. If DR could be
automatically extracted from patent documents and formally
stored, it would be of great value to designers, because the
extracted DR can inspire innovative designs.

Patented technologies represent newer technologies
and research results in various fields due to its unique
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characteristics, such as novelty and utility. A large number of
published patents from all over the world is of great value to
the design of innovative products [3], [4], [15]. With the wide
application of patent information in different fields, Patinfor-
matics has been proposed [16] as a new discipline, covering
macro-level data analysis and micro-level patent informa-
tion extraction. Macro trend analysis includes analysis and
prediction of future technology trends [17], human resource
development [18], [19], patent infringement analysis [20],
technology intelligence tool [21], technology concentration
and specialization analysis between countries [22] and others.
Microscopic patent analysis is mainly about the automatic
knowledge extraction from patent documents.

Patent documents have multiple writing styles, addressing
various issues and purposes, different language habits and
professional backgrounds, which make it difficult to read
and comprehend, and difficult to directly serve as a ref-
erence material for designers [23], [24]. With the help of
natural language processing, machine learning, information
retrieval, citation analysis and other methods, researchers
try to extract pertinent knowledge from patent documents to
gain insight into design problems [4], [25]. Patent analysis
is used to capture scientific effect knowledge [26], extract
function-behaviour-state (FBS) knowledge [27], and extract
functional knowledge [3]. Trappey et al. [28] proposed a
method to automatically generate summary reports in a given
domain using artificial intelligence, natural language process-
ing, deep learning techniques and machine learning algo-
rithms. Liu et al. [29] proposed a representation model for
rationale information discovery from design archival docu-
ments. Based on the ISAL model, Liang et al. [30] proposed
a method to extract DR from patents, including issues, solu-
tions and artifacts information. In recent years, Sarica et al.
[25], Sun et al. [31], Zuo et al. [32] and others conducted
research on acquiring and constructing engineering knowl-
edge graphs (KG) from patents.

Only the ISALmodel and the related knowledge extraction
research is about DR knowledge. However, from the perspec-
tive of providing a source of inspiration for designers, the
methods still have some deficiencies. The extracted ratio-
nale information is relatively coarse, and it includes merely
the information about issues, solutions and artifacts, and
some most important rationale information is ignored, such
as issues, intents, pros and cons, and alternatives. Besides,
it is mainly paragraph-level knowledge, rather than words,
phrases or sentences that can provide designers with intuitive
inspiration.

To address the above issues, a novel patent analysis method
for automatic DR extraction and knowledge graph construc-
tion is proposed. The main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:

• A DRVS model is proposed based on the vector space
model and lexical syntactic pattern. It can be used for DR
identification and extraction for low resource corpus,
which integrates a variety of Natural Language Process-

ing (NLP) tasks such as sentiment analysis, named entity
recognition, and relationship extraction.

• The method supports the automatic construction of
design knowledge graphs, which can provide creative
stimuli for designers, and can further be used as an intel-
ligent tool for macro analysis, such as human resource
management, design history analysis and others.

• This method has the characteristics of high reliability,
ease of use, and low resources, and is especially suitable
for discovery of engineering knowledge from patent
documents.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review relevant work onDR and design knowledge extrac-
tion from documents, as well as NLP methods. Section III
introduces the proposed model and methodology to address
knowledge extraction. Section IV presents an empirical study
on knowledge extraction and DKN construction. Finally,
Section V gives conclusions and future work to be done.

II. RELATED WORK
A. DESIGN RATIONALE AND DESIGN KNOWLEDGE
EXTRACTION FROM DOCUMENTS
With the rapid growth of digital libraries, the large amount
of scholarly data poses increasing challenges for researchers
and publishers to analyze scholarly information. M. et al. [33]
proposed a graph-based approach consisting of nodes and
edges to deal with the big data problems of scholarly liter-
ature, including selecting the right reviewers for submitted
papers, finding quality impact factors, and ranking journals
and researchers.

Patent knowledge extraction based on TRIZ theory for
engineering design is an important research branch of patent
analysis. Souili et al. [34] proposed an IDM (Inventive Design
Method) ontology based on TRIZ theory, combined with
the lexical syntactic pattern (LSP) approach, to extract IDM
knowledge from patent databases, including problems, partial
solutions, and contradictions. The extraction process consists
of four main steps: selecting the relevant text areas; segmen-
tation of patent documents at the paragraph level; using finite
state automata to match and label IDM-related knowledge;
knowledge extraction and problem graph generation.

Based on TRIZ theory, effect knowledge is about using
scientific laws to achieve the desired product functions, which
is of great value to designers. Aiming to assist in achieving
high level product innovation, Liu et al. [26] proposed a
method that combines syntactic analysis, WordNet and word
vector technologies for extracting the required effect knowl-
edge from International Patent Classification (IPC) texts.

To extract the motivating problem (contradiction knowl-
edge) and achieve a rapid understanding of patent content,
Guarino et al. [35] proposed a patent analysis method based
on a combination of sentence-level and word-level deep neu-
ral networks.

Valverde et al. [4] proposed a method of patent knowl-
edge extraction to inspire designers with ideas and analogous
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solutions during the problem-solving phase. The knowledge
extracted is based on TRIZ theory, including problems, func-
tions, physical effects, technology evolution trends and oth-
ers. All knowledge extraction processes in the study were
carried out manually.

Sun et al. [31] proposed a metamodel to build the KG of
design objects, and a knowledge extraction method based on
dependency parsing analysis to help non-Chinese designers
and scholars to extract valuable design knowledge from Chi-
nese language patents.

To discovery the rationale information from design
archival documents, Liu et al. [29] proposed an ISAL model
that includes issues, solutions, and artifacts. On this basis,
Liang et al. [30] proposed a method for extracting DR para-
graphs from patent documents, including artifact information,
issue summarization and solution–reason pairs. The method
is based on the analysis of term frequencies, language patterns
and manifold ranking.

Lester et al. [36] conducted a rationale extraction study on
bug reports of Chrome web browser, which included deci-
sions, alternatives, answers, arguments, assumptions, proce-
dures, questions, and requirements. They studied two evolu-
tionary algorithms to optimize feature selection to improve
knowledge extraction performance based on NLTK’s Naive
Bayes classifier.

Kurtanović and Maalej [37] studied online reviews in the
Amazon Store on how users argue and justify their software
selections, including issues, alternatives, criteria, decisions
and justifications. Several extraction algorithms were used,
including Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Support Vector Clas-
sifier, Logistic Regression, Gaussian Process Classifier, Ran-
dom Forest, and Multilayer Perceptron Classifier.

Although so many studies focus on the extraction of design
knowledge using NLP technology, they mainly focus on
extracting scientific effect knowledge, design object knowl-
edge, and function knowledge based on TRIZ. Few studies
have focused on extracting DR knowledge from patent docu-
ments to provide designers with creative inspiration.

B. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
Sentiment analysis is an NLP method that analyzes people’s
opinions or sentiments in written texts [38]. Sentiment analy-
sis is used to help extract location information from social
networks [39], evaluate global supply chain risk [40], and
identify customer satisfaction scores from customer review
data [41]. Dictionary-based sentiment analysis, a sentiment
dictionary needs to be prepared in advance, including positive
words and negative words. Then, traverse all the words in
the target sentence and count the number of positive words
and negative words. The dictionary-based sentiment analysis
method is a mature method with high precision. The method
requires a sentimental dictionary in advance, including posi-
tive and negative words; Sentiment analysis is then performed
by iterating through all the words in the target sentence and
counting the number of positive and negative words.

Lexical syntactic pattern for relation extraction. Rela-
tion Extraction from unstructured text is the core task of KG
construction, which has received extensive attention in recent
years. There are generally three approaches of relationship
extraction: (1) co-occurrence based, (2) machine-learning
based [42], [43] and (3) rule-based. The co-occurrence-
based approach [44], [45] is built on the assumption that
entities occurring frequently together within a document and
have higher chances of being related [43]. However, this is
often not the case, and the precision of relation extraction is
low [43]. Rule-based approaches use a set of rules or pat-
terns, defined manually or automatically, to extract relations
[43], [46], [47]. There are generally three machine learn-
ing paradigms for relation extraction [48], which include:
(a) supervised approaches focusing on hand-labelled datasets,
(b) unsupervised approaches targeting large amounts of text,
and (c) bootstrap learning method that starts with small
seed instances to iteratively learn patterns and entity pairs.
Supervised learning paradigm typically relies upon large sets
of labeled data, and unfortunately it is not readily avail-
able in real applications [49], [50]. Unsupervised learning
paradigm works only with the input data without target
variables. Therefore, there is no teacher to correct the model,
as there is in supervised learning [51]. Rule-based methods,
also called knowledge-based methods, use patterns and rules
crafted by human experts for relation extraction from domain
text. Pattern-based information extraction methods have a
long history as a successful approach for domain-specific
relation extraction [52]. Lexical-syntactic pattern was first
proposed byHearst [53] to extract hyponymy lexical relations
from unrestricted text. Subsequently, lexical-syntactic pattern
method was used in many domains [54], [55], [56]. Besides,
lexical-syntactic pattern can be used for text categorization
[57]. However, these patterns suffer from recall problem and
precision problem. Zhou et al. [58] introduced the concept
of trigger words, which activate patterns of specific relations
and act as conceptual anchor points of patterns. Activation
force-based trigger wordmining was proposed to improve the
performance of the relation extraction [59], [60]. Dependency
patterns [61] have a better performance for more informa-
tive relation extraction [59]. The most popular dependency
pattern method may be the shortest dependency path, which
is used for a number of application domains [62], [63],
[64]. FrameNet [65] provide annotations in terms of seman-
tic frames comprising frame elements. Mandya et al. [52]
proposed frame-based semantic patterns for relation
extraction.

Knowledge fusion is an effective solution to the problem
of acquiring knowledge from different sources [66]. Address-
ing the issue of multi-dimensional, heterogeneous, and time
series on the data collection in themanufacturing process, Liu
et al. [67] used knowledge fusion to disambiguate, integrate
and reason the knowledge, and get high-quality knowledge
after eliminating a series of redundant and erroneous infor-
mation. Knowledge fusion process includes alignment or
cognitionmatching of entities, relations, and attributes, which
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FIGURE 1. The framework of proposed method.

is one of the fundamental techniques for building KGs [67],
[68], [69].

Vector Space Model. Salton et al. [70] proposed a vector
space model, in which keyword or index terms are viewed
as basic vectors in a linear vector space, and each document
is represented as a vector in such a space. Each document
Di can be represented by a t-dimensional vector, as shown in
Expression (1):

Di = (di1, di2, . . . , dit) (1)

where the dij representing the weight of the jth term. In other
words, each document space can be regarded as composed of
t text vectors.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. OVERVIEW
To provide creative inspiration to designers, it is first nec-
essary to build a DR-centric Design Knowledge Network
(DKN). This requires extracting DKN entities and relations
from patent documents that are critical to designers. Due to
the special requirements of the patent knowledge extraction,
this paper proposes a knowledge extraction method based
on DRVS model. The method relies on a pre-established
repository, including feature word dictionaries which can be
seen as a DRVS in the real world, and a DRV pattern library.
As shown in Fig. 1, the method includes the following steps:

Patent selection. Patent documents, as the source of knowl-
edge, can be collected from the official website of the Patent
Office through keywords retrieval or patent classifications.

Data preparation. This requires removing noisy data from
patent data and separating patent documents into lists of
sentences.

DKN sentence entity extraction. The DRV method is used
to identify and extract DKN sentences such as issues, alter-
natives, artifacts, intent, arguments, and others. In addition,
two machine-learning methods, BERT and FastText, are used
as comparative experiments to extract DKN sentences.

DKN word entity extraction. Some DKN entities, such as
artifacts, pros and cons, appear in the form of feature words;
Design intent exists in the form of a phrase or purpose clause.
Combined with the Dependency Parser (DP), the entities in
form of words, phrases, clauses in the patent document are
extracted.

DKN relation extraction. Combined with DRV, DP and
patent document structure, the related relations are extracted.

Knowledge fusion. Entities and relations are merged to
eliminate redundant knowledge.

B. DESIGN KNOWLEDGE NETWORK
From an engineering designer’s point of view, DR provides
valuable design inspiration for innovative designs. To build a
DR-centric design knowledge network, the following entities
and relations need to be extracted from patent documents:

Literature entity. Literature refers to patent documents
and related metadata in the field of engineering design. From
a linguistic point of view, technical literature includes docu-
ments, paragraphs, sentences, phrases and words.

Artifact entity. Artifacts, also called design objects in this
study, can be anything that aims to achieve a goal, purpose,
or function that satisfies human desires [71], and is the
material basis for the realization of design intent. As used
herein, artifacts include machinery, equipment, devices, com-
puter programs, processes/methods, chemical components
and other man-made objects.

Rationale entity. DR explains how and why products are
designed that way [71]. In this paper, rationale entities include
the following:

• Issue: A brief description of the problems or require-
ments of existing artifacts.

• Intent: The design goal that the designerwants to achieve
through the artifact. Design intent can be functions,
behaviors or performance of an artifact. Design objects
and their components can generally perform certain
operations to obtain certain functions, to achieve specific
design tasks or goals. In addition, the design object
reflects certain performance, such as reliability, safety,
economy and efficiency, when fulfilling a function.

• Argument: A description of the advantages and disad-
vantages of the artifact, supportive or oppositive com-
ments, opinions or sentiment analysis from the designer
or interested parties. It includes: Cons, including defi-
ciencies, shortcomings, and other negative descriptions
of alternatives or the status quo; Pros, which are used
to express positive information such as the excellent
functions, reliable performance, and a wide range of
application prospects.

• Alternative: Alternative artifacts, design options for ref-
erence, or related solutions quoted in the document.

Relations. We use the expression rules prescribed by Neo4j
Cypher to represent nodes and edges: ‘‘()’’ denotes entities
or nodes, and ‘‘-[]->’’ denotes logical relationships or edges
with directions.
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• Is_a relationship can be applied to represent the inter-
nal inheritance relationship between nodes, as shown
in Expression (2).

(subClass)− [Is_a]−> (Class) (2)

• Contain can be applied to aggregation relationship,
as shown in Expression (3) and (4).

(literature) − [hasDRSent]−> (Sentence) (3)

(Sentence) − [hasDRWord]−> (Word) (4)

• Describe relationship can be used for literature entities
describe artifact entities, as shown in Expression (5).

(literature) -[Describe] −> (artifact) (5)

• Artifact entities Realize a certain intent, as shown in
Expression (6).

(artifact) − [Realize]−> (intent) (6)

• Be_structured relationship. An artifact_component is
composed of artifact_parts, which can be embodied as
Comprise relationship, as shown in Expression (7).

(artifactcomponent)= (artifactpart)−[BeS tructured]

−> (artifactpart) (7)

• HasOpinion relationship. Designers hold a negative
or positive opinion through an argument sentence,
as shown in Expression (8).

(argument) -[hasOpinion ] −> (position) (8)

• There_Exist(or hasIssue) a design problem or design
requirement in the literature, as shown in Expression
(9).

()− [ThereExist]−> (issue) (9)

• HasAlternative represents that the artifact has one or
more alternatives, as shown in Expression (10).

(artifact)-[has Alternative]−> (alternatives) (10)

C. FRAMEWORK OF THE DRV-BASED METHOD
Compared with the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) task
and the Open Information Extraction (OIE) task, DR knowl-
edge extraction from patent documents has the following
characteristics:
• The precision and reliability of the extracted informa-
tion are more important than the recall. If the extracted
knowledge is correct, even if only part of DR is
extracted, it is still beneficial for designers due to the
huge number

DRVS = (f1, f2, f3, . . . , fn) (11)

P: Sd r← DRVS (12)

of available patent documents.
• The grammatical structure of patent documents is
relatively regular. Patent documents are usually

FIGURE 2. DRV-based knowledge extraction.

drafted by professionals in accordance with strict
patent drafting rules. This is more suitable for syn-
tactic pattern analysis as a knowledge extraction
method.

• The entities, relationships, and scenarios in this task
are limited to the engineering design domain, which
determines that it is not a generic NLP task. In addi-
tion, there is no publicly available corpus for this
study, and there is no uniform knowledge extraction
target.

To address these issues, this paper proposes a dictionary-
based lexical syntactic pattern, the DRVmethod. As shown in
Fig. 2, the core parts of the proposed methods are described
as follows:

• DR Vector is the basis for DR identification, related
entities and relations extraction.

• DRV-TW based on activation force is the basic element
of DRV.

• DR Credibility based on DRV-TWs is the weight index
to identify whether the target sentence contains DR
knowledge.

• DRV-based algorithms, combing the DP and patent
structure, are used for DR identification and extraction.

D. DESIGN RATIONALE VECTOR SPACE MODEL
A sentence is the unit that constitutes a patent document; Sen-
tences are made up of words according to a certain syntactic
pattern. Most DR sentences in the patent have typical syntac-
tic patterns, as shown in Table 1. Based on the Vector Space
Model [70] and Lexical-Syntactic Patterns, we proposed the
concept of Design Rationale Vector Space, which is com-
posed of DR feature word lists, as shown in Expression (11).
where the fn is a list of feature words of a particular type.
A DR sentence (Sdr) of patent documents can be expressed in
DRVS according to a certain syntactic pattern P, as shown in
Expression (12)

Trigger Words. The most important feature words, which
can be called trigger words (TW), determine the core
meaning of the whole sentence. Similar to Frame Element
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TABLE 1. DRV instances.

in FrameNet, TW can be grammatically functional words,
which may be a single word, or a phrase, or a regular expres-
sion representing a functional entity. For example, alternative
TW can be represented as the following regular expressions:

‘‘US([0-9]{4,})|U.S. Pat. No. [0-9],’’
‘‘US ([0-9]{4,})’’
‘‘U.S. Pat. No.’’
‘‘US Patent Application ([0-9]{4,})’’
TWs include the following types: positive words or pros;

negative words or cons; literature words; predefined_artifact
words; issuewords; alternativewords;Describewords;Real-
ize words; There_Exist words; Be_Structured words. These
TWs are generally generic and frequently used in most patent
documents, which is a type of controlled word from the TW
dictionaries.

As shown in expression (13) ∼ (17), the TWs in a DR
sentence constitutes a DRV according to a certain syntactic
pattern. The related instances are shown in Table 1.

(literature)-[Describe ]−> (artifact)-[Realize ]−> (intent)

(13)

(Artifactentity)− [Comprise]−> (artifactelement)−

[Realize]- > (intent) (14)

()− [ThereExist]−> (issue) (15)

(artifact)− [hasAlternative]−> (alternative) (16)

FIGURE 3. Illustrative diagram of DRV transferred from DRVS according to
the syntactic pattern rules.

(artifact)− [hasArguments]−> (Pros&Cons) (17)

To reduce complexity of the study, the constituent element
of DRVS is restricted to TWs instead of general feature
words. A DRVS is a matrix space consisting of DRV-TWs,
and is a database that consists of lists of DRV-TWs and their
weight index in real world. The TWs in a DRV can be viewed
as: a vector represented with the DRVS matrix through some
transformation, as shown in Fig. 3; a point in the DRVS
coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 4.

DRV-TW can be used to represent key semantics of DRVs.
DRV methods rely on the domain dictionary established in
advance, including the TW dictionaries and the DRV pattern
library, as shown in Fig. 1. The product ontology that defines
the property hierarchy of a product or part family [73], [74]
is a database of design objects and can serve as the basis to
create a dictionary of predefined artifacts.

The intent has no fixed feature words, which is a kind of
design objective information from a pragmatic point of view.
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FIGURE 4. Illustrative diagram of a DRV in DRVS.

FIGURE 5. Intent as pragmatic information extracted from DR sentences.

As shown in Fig. 5, based on the DRV shown in Expression
(13), and the TW dictionaries, DR sentences can be identified
from the target sentence list, and the relevant DR entities, such
as literature, artifacts, intents, can be extracted with the aid of
the NLP syntactic parsers. Table 1 is some instance sentences,
and related DRV_TWs and their weight indexes. The word in
square brackets [] represents the type of DRV-TW. Composite
DRV is composed of several simple DRVs. The last two
rows of the table are simple DRVs: Lit_Des_Art_Rea_Int and
Art_Comp_ArtEle_Rea_Int.

A DRV-TW list representing the relevant DRV pattern can
be used to identify the corresponding DR sentence with its
entities and relations. At the same time, these trigger words
can be used to represent the key meaning of the DR sentence.
The relevant DRV-TW list example is as follows:

[‘‘literature’’, ‘‘preDefinedArtifact’’, ‘‘Realize’’]
[‘‘Describe’’, ‘‘preDefinedArtifact’’, ‘‘Realize’’]
[‘‘preDefinedArtifact’’, ‘‘Comprise’’, ‘‘Realize’’]
[‘‘There_Exist’’,‘‘issue’’]
[‘‘artifact’’, ‘‘pros’’, ‘‘cons’’]
[‘‘Comprise’’]
[‘‘HasAlternative’’, ‘‘alternative’’]
Each TW has a specific weight index for the DRV, and

these weight indexes indicate the importance of the TW for
the expressed semantics. DR Credibility (DRC) is an index
used to determine whether a sentence matches the corre-

TABLE 2. Algorithm 1: extraction of issues.

sponding DRV pattern. The calculation formula of DRC is
shown in Expression (18):

DRC = Max (Ilib, Ides) ∗ Iart ∗ Irea (18)

where Ilib, Ides, Iart and Irea the weight indexes for literature
TW, Describe TW, preDefinedArtifact TW, and Realize TW.
For the TW of preDefinedArtifact, the weight index(Iart ) can
increase as the number of occurrences increases, but can
never be greater than 1. The formula of Iart is shown in
Expression (19):

Iart =
2
π
× arctan(

∑n

k=1
Iobj.k ) (19)

where Iobj.k the kth weight index of the preDefinedArtifact
TW. The reference DRC formulas of other DRVs are listed in
Table 2∼5.

E. DR IDENTIFICATION AND EXTRACTION
Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of DR identification and extraction,
with patent documents input and DR entities and relation-
ships extracted. The algorithm mainly includes the following
steps: pre-initialize the DRV_TW list, which is from different
DRV syntactic patterns; traverse and query whether the TWs
in the DRV_TW list are included in both the TW dictionary
and the word list of the tokenized target sentence; If the target
sentence contains all TWs in the DRV_TW list, the corre-
sponding weight indexes of TW is read from the dictionary;
The DRC can be calculated from the relevant DRC formula
and compared to the threshold, so that DR sentences can be
accurately identified.
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TABLE 3. Algorithm 2: extraction of artifacts and intents.

The algorithms for DR identification and extraction based
on DRV-TW are shown in Table 2∼5.

After DR identification is completed, the relevant entities
and relations can be further extracted from the DR sen-
tence based on DRV patterns, including literature, predefined
artifacts and arguments (pros and cons). Combined with
NLP syntactic parser, DR entities can be extracted, including
intents, artifact_components, artifact_parts. For issues and
alternatives, use the entire sentence as the DR entity.

TWs as DR entities. According to the DR identification
method mentioned above, if the target sentence is identified
as containing DR information, this means that the TWs in

TABLE 4. Algorithm 3: extraction of arguments.

the DRV are feature words of the target sentence and can be
extracted as DR information. As shown in Fig. 7.

Syntactic parser aided DR entities extraction. For
intents, alternatives and artifacts, including
artifact_components and artifact_parts, other than the pre-
defined artifacts in the dictionary, StanfordNLP and NLTK’s
NLP toolkit, such as Part-Of-Speech, tag(POS-tag), Named
Entity Recognition (NER), Syntactic Parse and others, can be
used for DR extraction, as shown in Fig. 8.

Extraction ofissuesoralternatives. For issues and alter-
natives, the semantics of TW alone are not rich enough
to provide creative inspiration for designers. Therefore, the
entire sentence needs to be used as the DR entity.

Only by realizing the automatic identification and extrac-
tion of relationships between nodes can the automatic con-
struction of DKN be realized. Therefore, for different DR
relationships, we propose three extraction methods.

DRV-based relation extraction. In this study, we hypoth-
esize that if a sentence in a patent document contains a
specific DRV pattern, then it contains the corresponding type
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TABLE 5. Algorithm 4: extraction of alternatives.

of DR. For some DR relations, such as Describe, Realize,
Comprise, hasAlternative, and hasArgument and others, spe-
cificDR sentences can be identified by aDRV-based syntactic
document parser, thereby extracting specific DR entities and
relations. For example, the relation between Describe and
Realize is extracted through the Expression (15).
Linguistic structure-based relation extraction. The lin-

guistic structure of patent literature is used to assist the
extraction of DR relations. The different parts of a patent
are called Basic Document Units (BDUs) in this study, such
as ‘‘Abstract’’, ‘‘Introduction’’, ‘‘Background’’, ‘‘Abstract’’.
There is a consistent DR relationship within the same
BDU or between different BDUs in the same patent docu-
ment. For example, the intent described in the ‘‘Abstract’’
should solve the issue described in the ‘‘Background’’ of
the same patent document. In addition, there are several
levels in patent documents, including documents, sentences
and words, depending on the granularity of the knowledge
contained in the document. The Contain relationship in a
document can be extracted based on this hierarchy. DR from
different patents can be interconnected through the cita-
tion relationship, forming a systematic knowledge network.
Fig. 9 shows an example of the two-tier citation relationship
of patent literature. In USPTO patents, there are some con-
tents identified by ‘‘References Cited’’, ‘‘Other References’’,
‘‘CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS’’,

FIGURE 6. Flow chart of DR identification and extraction.

FIGURE 7. DR feature word extraction based on DRVs.

which can be used to establish the citations between patents.
Lastly, patent literature usually contains some useful meta-
data, which can be used to establish the open DR knowledge
network between patent documents, such as name of inventor,
applicant information, assignee information, and other meta-
data.

Generally, knowledge fusion focuses on determining
whether multiple knowledge acquired from different sources
is the same knowledge [68], [75]. For patent literature, the
same semantic content is often repeated in a document. The
same semantic content is repeatedly extracted, resulting in
redundancy of design knowledge. To reduce the redundant
knowledge, duplicate DR entities and relationships should be
merged, or an ‘‘identical_to’’ relationship should be created
between duplicate entities according to specific rules. In this
study, linguistic structure of the patent documents is used
for knowledge fusion. For example, we assume that there
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FIGURE 8. Example for Design Intent Extraction.

FIGURE 9. Design knowledge network based on the citation of patent
documents.

is only one major issue in the ‘‘background’’ section of a
patent document. Therefore, negative description information
can be regarded as a detailed description of the issue in the
background section. On the other hand, issues occurring in
the same BDU or different BDUs of the patent document can
be considered to be the same issue. For example, if two issues
are stated in the same BDU, the two issues can be considered
the same issue, which can bemerged. As shown in Table 6 and
Fig. 10.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
To verify the feasibility and performance of the proposed
method, experiments of patent knowledge extraction have
been conducted to achieve automatic DR extraction and auto-
matic design knowledge network construction. Furthermore,
two machine learning methods based on BERT and Fast-
Text are used in DR sentence extraction experiments, which
further verifies the performance of the DRV method in DR
sentence extraction under low resource conditions.

A. DATA PREPARATION
Patent selection and data preparation. Using ‘‘unmanned
aerial vehicle’’ and ‘‘safety’’ as search keywords, 1,491
patent documents were collected from the United States
Patent Office (USPTO) as sample patents. Considering the

FIGURE 10. Example of knowledge fusion for issues and intents.

large length of the patent text, only part of the content is
selected as the sample data, including: patent number, title,
abstract, description, background and summary.

Repository preparation. Before extracting DR knowl-
edge, a repository needs to be prepared manually in advance.
For the DRV method, the repository includes a DRV-TW
dictionary and a DRV pattern library. For FastText and BERT,
DR sentences need to be labeled as training data. The open
source code annotation tool, Doccano [76], is used to anno-
tate feature words and label sentences, as shown in Fig. 11.
Based on B.LIU’s Opinion Lexicon [77], some new senti-
mental n-gram words and corresponding weight indexes are
appended to the argument TW dictionary, which includes:
positive words and negative words.

The DRV-TW dictionary includes 563 predefined artifact
words, 39 alternative words, 35 DESCRIBE words, 57 issue
words, 26 literature words, 4853 negative words, 2037 posi-
tivewords, and 52 realizewords. In addition, nine commonly
usedDRVpatterns are constructed.We prepared 1020 labeled
DR sentences as training data. This includes 417 intent sen-
tences, 207 issue sentences, 122 alternative sentences, 113
positive sentences, and 328 negative sentences. Some sen-
tences may have two more labels. For example, a sentence
can be negative and issue sentences (73), as shown in Table 7.
The 1020 labeled data are divided into three groups: training
data (60%), validation data (20%), and test data (20%).

The precision and recall of the results depends on the scale
of the training data. To evaluate the performance of the three
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FIGURE 11. DR annotation of patent documents.

methods in the case of small corpus, the dictionary data and
labeled training data were divided into six groups, accounting
for 33%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 80% and 100% of the total corpus,
respectively. Using these six sets of data as input, 18 sets of
experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of
the three methods under different small corpus.

B. DR KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION
This study deals with three granularities of DR: sentence-
level DR, such as issues and alternatives; word-level DR,
such as artifacts, pros and cons; Intent is the DR at the
phrase or clause level. For specific levels of DR, appropriate
knowledge extraction methods are employed.

1) ARTIFACT
In the experiments, the artifacts are extracted by the
DRV-TWmethod and the DRV-DPmethod, respectively. As a
DRV_TW, predefined artifacts can be used to not only aid
in the identification of DR, but also representing specific
DR design objects, which are typically domain knowledge
of interest to designers. As a type of DRV-TWs, predefined
artifact TWs can be extracted based on the DRV-TWmethod.
In addition to predefined artifacts, artifact_components and
artifact_parts can be extracted by DRV patterns combined
with DP analysis, as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

NP {< VBG >? < DT >? < JJ . ∗ |VBN > ∗ < NN .∗ >

+ < IN >? < DT >? < JJ . ∗ |VBN > ∗ < NN .∗ > ∗}

FIGURE 12. A simple Comprise relationship.

FIGURE 13. Literature_Describe_artifact_beStructured_artElement
pattern and DP analysis.

where the noun phrase NP denotes artifact_components and
artifact_parts, which is expressed by the nltk.grammer mod-
ule [78]. Fig. 12 is an example of artifact extraction for
a simple DRV pattern (Comprise relation pattern) and DP.
Fig. 13 shows an example based on the DRV pattern (liter-
ature_Describe_artifact_beStructured_artElement) and the
DP.

2) INTENT
Similarly, the extraction of intent is based onDRV pattern and
DP. Table 8 shows the context-free grammar of intent, which
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TABLE 6. BDU-based knowledge fusion instances for issues and intents.

TABLE 7. Corpus prepared for the three methods.

are defined in the nltk.grammarmodule. Fig. 14 demonstrates
the extraction of intent based on DRV-DP.

3) PROS AND CONS
The extraction of pros and cons adopts a dictionary-based
sentiment analysis method. The argument_TWs, pros or cons,
contained in a sentence are regarded as feature words rep-

FIGURE 14. Intent extraction based on DRV and DP.

TABLE 8. Grammar representing intent.

resenting the argument. The thresholds (Tpros and Tcons,
as shown in Table 4) directly affects the precision and the
recall of the results. The larger the Tpros setting, or the smaller
the Tcons setting, the higher precision, but the lower recall.

4) ISSUE AND ALTERNATIVE
It is difficult to find the right feature word to represent
issues or alternatives. Hence, the whole issue sentence or
alternative sentence is regarded as an issue entity or alterna-
tive entity. Machine learning methods, such as FastText and
BERT, can also easily extract these DRs.

C. RESULT ANALYSIS
Considering that literature and artifacts are just relevant
information for DR, the extraction of literature and artifacts
is not a key objective of the experiment.We focus on the com-
parative analysis of the extractions of issues, intents, alterna-
tives, negative arguments, positive arguments, as shown in
Fig. 15.

From the analysis of the results, it can be concluded that
BERT has low precision and recall when there is a small
amount of training data (less than 300 training data), and can-
not identify positive argument. For alternatives extraction,
in the case of 40% of the training data, the FastText method
could not identify the sentence. This is mainly because the
alternatives have multiple labels, resulting in low precision
in the case of small sample training data. The results show
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of DR extraction results.

FIGURE 16. Results of alternative.

that the precision of the DRVS method is relatively high,
and the recall will increase significantly as the number of
TWs in the dictionary increases. This further verified that the
DRV-based DR extraction method is reliable. The recall of
the BERT algorithm is relatively high, and the precision will
increase as the amount of training data increases. Besides,
after the identification of DR, the DRV method can extract
some rationale TWs to further construct a KG.

Fig. 16∼Fig. 20. show the results of three methods for
DR knowledge extraction in the case of six groups of small
corpus.

D. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-ART METHOD
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed DRV
method, the DRV method is compared with several typ-
ical state-of-the-art patent knowledge extraction methods,
as shown in Table 9. By comparison, we can conclude that
the DRV method has significant advantages in the following
aspects:

FIGURE 17. Results of intent.

FIGURE 18. Results of issue.

The DRV method integrates multiple NLP tasks such as
knowledge recognition, entity and relationship extraction,
and can realize the automatic construction of design knowl-
edge graphs, which is especially suitable for patent knowl-
edge mining. This can further meet the formal representation
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TABLE 9. Comparison of patent knowledge extraction for engineering design.

FIGURE 19. Results of negative.

FIGURE 20. Results of positive.

requirements of design knowledge, to realize the designer’s
rapid retrieval of knowledge.

From a designer’s perspective, the DRV approach can
provide engineering knowledge of interest to the designer,
such as the design issues, intents, artifacts, pros and cons

of the solution. At the same time, the DRV method sup-
port the automatic construction of design knowledge graphs,
which is more valuable for designers to understand the design
context.

V. CONCLUSION
To provide a source of inspiration for innovative design,
this study proposes a DRV method to automatically extract
DR knowledge, including literature, issues, intents, artifacts,
arguments, alternatives and relevant relations, from patent
documents. The DRVmethod includes a DRVSmodel, which
is the theoretical basis of the DRV method. Based on DRVS
and lexical-syntactic pattern, we propose concepts such as
DRV patterns, DRV-TWs, and DRC for the identification of
DR sentences. On this basis, a DRV-based DR extraction
algorithm is proposed. It integrates knowledge classification,
relation extraction, sentiment analysis, named entity recog-
nition, and can be used for DR knowledge identification,
DR entity and relation extraction.

One of the contributions of this study is to provide a reli-
able and convenient method for patent knowledge extraction.
The method combines the grammatical features of patent
documents to solve several typical NLP tasks. Given the
big data nature of patent literature, the precision of DR
knowledge extraction task is more important than recall.
Experiments show that in the case of low resource corpus,
the DRV method has a higher precision for patent design
knowledge extraction, which verifies the reliability of the
DRV method.

In this study, the DR extracted from the patent contains
three levels of granularity: sentence level, phrase level and
word level. This simplifies the complexity, while it ignores
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the different existing forms in which DR knowledge exists.
Some DR knowledge exists in the form of words or phrases,
some in the form of sentences, and some in the form of mul-
tiple sentences. For example, in patent documents, the same
question is usually expressed by several negative sentences.
Future work on DR knowledge extraction might include
research on automatic DR knowledge extraction and KG
construction with patent documents of multi-sentences as
research objects. Besides, automatic DR knowledge fusion is
another issue to be solved.
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